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only at 6 months can infants infer the backside of objects  *(3d objects)

understanding age-related changes...

(I was   10 min late)

tape recorded this lecture...

maturation of object knowledge  and internal processes

active exploration and devel of manual skills

u can see the backside and u receive proprioceptive info  at the same time...

active learning is what gives infants  3d object perception

holly roth...  manual exploration... transferring objects from hand to hand, turning objects over

babies sit up a lot..  at 6 months...

1988  posture underlies all action

motor skills and 3d object completion

soska, adolph, johnson  2010  dev psychol

he studied  28 kids
age  4.5 to  7.5  months  mean  of 6 months…

motor skill assessment

tripod and self- sitting

structured play with objects…

% of time they were looking at complete display vs incomplete display

supported sitting posture

played with 4 toys for 60 seconds…


fingering, rotating, and transferring

he notes  unimodal  exploration  (w/o looking)

coordinated visual-manual  exploration  (with looking)

redundant visual and haptic  is important...

he shows clips...

predictors of looking times

age at testing

tripod-sitting experience

self-sitting
holding skills

age was not predictor....

only self-sitting experience and coordinated visual-manual exploration…

self-sitting experience predicts looking times…

similarly,

visual-manual exploration predicts looking times…

(higher proportion of looking to incomplete

***

self-sitting  facilitates visual and manual exploration...

self sitters finger objects while they r looking at them...


self-sitters transfer objects  while they r looking at it...


even non-sitters  were supported by parents...

developmental cascade is like a rube goldberg machine...
(A happens, then B happens, then C happens)

self-sitters are turning the objects over in their hand and looking at the back side...

****

other postures and object exploration..

infants are prone from time of birth...  hard to turn the head from side to side...

takes several weeks before  they can even  tilt the head up...

supine also present from the beginning...

supine better than prone  but still have to hold objects up to explore them...


sitting.....

next study

29 kids  4.5 to 7.5  months old

tested in prone, supine and supported sitting posturing...

transferring requires the most coordination...

while prone kids can use the floor to support  the toy....

need 1 hand to prop up the chest while prone to bring toy to mouth...


***soska and adolph in prep.


while supine they need to hold the toy up but mouthing is rel  easy..

***

he shows graph of frequency of  fingering  common,  
rotations are less common and
and transferring is the least common.

sitting is conducive to object exploration…

visual and manual exploration depends on posture control...


****

posture and overflow movements

 kids  can control an object in each hand...

precise control of  both limbs...
can have efferent signals interfering...

overflow and mirror movement...

overflow ...   grimacing while  doing something complicated...
mirroring produces a mirror mvmt in other hand...

typicallyl studied in elderly and neuro impaired...

healthy kids  also display  these  until  C.callosum  develops at age 11...

next study...  soska, galeon, adolph in press  devel psychobio.


overflow  mvmts r frequent... nonrandom  hand  flaps and flails...
every kid does it...  80% of the time  they have overflow...


overflow is often synchronized with action...


clip....  every  twist of wrist is accomp by  overflow in other hand...


happens fast.. within  1 frame of clip...



hands wrist and fingers move  at exactly the same time...

13% of actions  produced by kids  were mirrored and 80% had overflow...

clip shows feet and nonrandom  hand  movements  similarly at same time...
immature  motor  system...

in healthy  adults  display overflow  when excited by tms  or by cog overload...

healthy adults can  inhibit  overflow...

breaking symmetry...

postural development scaffolds visual exploration…

sitting and looking dampen overflow…

self-produced experiences may guide cortic development...

****

further develop of 3d object completion
***

L object....  he rotates it...

perception of many-contoured forms

integration of multiple surfaces...


boys  perceive  backsides of complex shape at 6 months...

mechanisms for overcoming stimulus complexity

not related to object exploration

kids may be using  mental rotation
and binding object features

boys can do it at 3 months...

3d object completion as a developmental system...


dep variable is  novelty preference

at 4 months  low pref  at abt 45%  but at  6 months it goes up to  ? 70% (I missed it)

earlier today  he spoke abt  reaching mvmts  and used a head-mounted eye tracker...

how does exploration drive learning in early development...


he wants to use head-mounted eye tracker...
want to estab a causal  link

collab with scott johnson...


what are they learning... probabilities...

what is relation btwn motor skill and visual perception.?..


visual perception  ... he shows the white dots walking on a black field
  (shown on charlie rose by  pat churchland)

actions generate opportunities for learning

cross domain factors can influence development...

posture is involved in everything...

piagett, eleanor gibson,  ester...the greats...


Q  tony n. … sitting correlates with manual exploration...
a to b to c...  tony  posits  a next step  d...

A  spina bifida kids  with postural control issues...  parents hold the kids up (support them)..
if u give the kids the postural control  then it gives them help in  hand/eye control...

***

Q  herb clark... proximal objects vs distal objects...

herb...  sitting up  also enables u to see distal objects and that could provide info 
 (even tho  the child is not handling those objects)

must worry abt spurious correlation  
A:  once u control for sitting  the correlation  goes away... it IS sitting...not just age  

comment:  important for the child to the action himself...

Q herb...  fascinated by overflow and mirroring...

pianists...  they know  that  doing 4/4  in one hand and 3/4 in the other is hard...
or asymmetric trills etc. ....

A  suggest that default state of motor system  is this kind of mirroring
  that u need to learn to break that symmetry and that requires training...



